Building More STEM Scholars: A Collaboration with iD Tech and the Black Student Fund

WHO
iD Tech is a leader in K-12 technology learning. iD Tech, a purpose-driven company, is dedicated to moving the needle in STEM education. This is done through social impact initiatives providing life-changing STEM experiences that embolden underrepresented students in STEM. https://www.id-tech.com

WHY
Student of color and female underrepresentation in STEM fields is more than a problem of the achievement gap; it is a problem of access and opportunity. Our solution, amply supported by research, lies in a strong enrichment program that promotes learning that is hands-on, peer-driven, and personalized with a heavy dose of mathematics.

WHAT
Our approach is to combine BSF’s rigorous math and coding classroom style learning with the hands-on practical-focused learning of iD Tech. Students targeted for this effort will receive academic enrichment, computer coding instruction, access to self-directed math learning and participation in world class iD Tech programs.

From A Participant Parent

The interactive learning and technical opportunity to advance my sons coding skills was the highlight of the 2021 summer in this challenging times. My son had a great experience at id Tech learning to use Unity software. He coded his on character, controls, and scene. He would love to attend again and I would recommend this to any stem student.

DONATE NOW

“The function of education is to teach one to think intensively and to think critically. Intelligence plus character – that is the goal of true education.”

Rev. Martin Luther King